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To the island of Mannar - as soon as an enchanted paradise, Malaria now polluted, its flora and
fauna lifeless or demise - comes Sir Alexander Haye, zoologist and television personality,
decided to procure one of many final of the island's elephants for London Zoo. A mom elephant
and her calf are procured and the duty of escorting them to the capital falls to Alexander's dual
brother Max.Sick at heart, his attachment to the beasts starting to be with every one step in their
journey, Max supplies them to their destiny and retreats to his sanctuary, a beautiful island
castle. There the malaria he has picked up within the jungle overcomes him and he plunges into
fever and hallucination. while Alexander returns to the island, the entire elephants are useless
and the waves of violent anarchy which are sweeping via Mannar have reached even Max's
haven.
this is often my 2007 bookcrossing journal.Wow. This novella is written with such prose that it
has a close to dreamlike caliber that simply sucks you in. I say dream, yet contemplating the
themes, nightmare possibly a better option of word.The tale is decided on an island in Asia,
someday sooner or later I presume as this can be the house of the remainder wild breeding
elephants. it really is concerning the island, from the surroundings and the animals and the folks
all of the approach as much as the powers-that-be. the 2 major characters are twins Alexander
(Sir, television megastar of nature programmes again within the UK, getting a toddler elephant
donated via the island for London Zoo) and Max (free spirit who lives at the island).The ordinary
and human assets were plundered and we see the island decay into poverty, disorder and
anarchy. rather frightening really.
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